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Chapter 1 : 4 Ways to Start a Bookstore - wikiHow
How to Start and Manage A Childrens Bookstore Business by Leslie D. Renn Build Your Business With Tips From a
Successful Bookstore 28 Jun Bookstores can bring great business.

We have found a great location but are not sure what to do next. We also do not have financial backing for this
so we would have to take out a second mortgage on our house for this venture. It sounds like you have some
big plans ahead of you! Many questions run through my mindâ€¦. Do you have a business plan? Do you have a
marketing plan? What are your long term plans for the business? Have you incorporated, or how do you plan
to shield your personal assets from that of the business if it fails? How much money do you have for use?
Enough to last you for six months? You are planning to get a second mortgage on your house to finance the
business. What will happen if the business fails? Do you have any experience in retail, particularly in
managing and running a retail store? There are so many things to do! I would start with a business plan. The
rental space can wait. You need to know where you are today, what is going to happen tomorrow and into the
future. How many pieces of clothing do you need to sell to make a profit? And, how are you going to market
your business to sell that clothing? Make sure you visit with a business attorney as well as an income tax
specialist, to be sure you set your business up correctly and know the necessary steps for taxes. I suggest you
read the following articles:
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Chapter 2 : racedaydvl.com: Customer reviews: How to Start and Manage a Used Bookstore Business
Enter your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App. Then you
can start reading Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet, or computer - no Kindle device required.

Are ebooks taking over? What is the future of the bookstore in this technology-powered world? Am I crazy to
be thinking about opening a bookstore when all I hear about is how many are closing? If only the media would
report success stories like they do tragedies! While some predict the demise of the printed book, others say
there will be a backlash and libraries, bookstores and printed books will enjoy renewed interest. People love
spending time in a comfortable place surrounded by ideas. They love talking books with others who read. It
feels good to do business with a local shopkeeper who supports education and the arts. As a book retailer, we
can combine books and non-book gift items with a noteworthy experience to keep people coming back to do
business with their neighbors, helping build the local economy. The world is a better place when we have
more bookstores, passionate booksellers, and confident retailers. What are the reasons independent bookstores
are still closing today? In the s, corporate big-box store expansion presented some market challenges that
proved too difficult to overcome. That was followed by escalating commercial real estate prices, when rents
skyrocketed and simply became too expensive. In addition, there will always be dynamics like local economic
hardship and shifting demographics that present challenges for all businesses. We also see stores closing
because owners are retiring. Are there any independent booksellers doing well? The booksellers who are doing
well not only have the right community dynamics and demographics, but they run their bookstores as
businesses, rather than a hobby. We know of booksellers whose average sales per square foot is double and
triple the industry averages. There needs to be compelling reasons people will want to do business with you
rather than grab an ebook or shop at a mega online retailer. Like all who are drawn to gadgets, there will be
some early users who are willing to pay higher prices and who know that hardware and software upgrades are
necessary as technology advances. Besides, for a true booklover, the smell of a freshly printed book and feel
of the pages can never be replaced by an electronic substitute. Once upon a time, the book industry thought the
introduction of paperback books and audio books were threats to the printed book. What happened instead was
not a replacement of the book, but just another format available to readers. How hard can that be? Regardless
of size, bookstores operate with the same principles. The primary difference between larger and smaller stores
is volume and staff size. Can I make a living owning a bookstore? That depends on your personal financial
needs. Success and happiness have many definitions. Some new owners tell us that they find more they want
to read, but less time to read â€” and no time to do anything more than skim catalogs and advance copies of
new books during the work day. Take time to train for your new career. Where can I find a manager? There
are a couple of considerations here. Second, the book industry has not done a good job creating career paths in
bookselling, publishing, marketing and agency work. As a result, many managers have only learned by
trial-and-error from another bookstore operation. You want to avoid the assumption that just because a person
worked in a bookstore, they will be beneficial to your bookstore. How important is it to have had retail
experience? We often say that some of the most critical skills are the ability to multi-task, stand on your feet
all day, smile and truly love working with people, think creatively and be willing to fill in the gaps of your
knowledge. How do I know what it is worth? We love hearing that an existing bookstore may have a new
chapter in its life. A word of caution: How should I proceed to learn more about the bookstore business and
become familiar with the book industry? There are a number of resources available to help you. Subscribe to
Shelf-Awareness www. We are partners with the American Booksellers Association and dedicate our work to
new owners. To get a sense of what owning a bookstore is really like, contact your regional association of
independent booksellers and some current owners. While owners are tremendously busy, most will be willing
to give you fifteen minutes or so to tell you what owning a bookstore is like.
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For example, you might start a feminist bookstore, with fiction and nonfiction books focused on equality and women's
rights. You might want to be genre specific, such as starting a bookstore devoted to comics and graphic novels, or a
bookstore focused on children's books.

For many people, establishing your company can be confusing, tedious, and downright painful. Thankfully,
this step-by-step guide and some awesome online services will help you determine if you should start a
publishing company and the steps for how to do it pain-free. In this article, you will learn: The pros and cons
of starting a book publishing company What you NEED to know before starting such a business How to start
your own publishing company online Which service I used that did most of the hard work for me Before I dive
too deep into this process, I must make 2 disclaimers: Although I have a lot of experience in setting up LLCs,
including my own book publishing company, I am by no means a lawyer or CPA and cannot speak on their
behalf. If you have any questions, it is best to seek the legal advice of a professional before moving on. You
can also listen to my podcast interview with a lawyer below. Each county will have their own laws for setting
up such things, but many of the steps and recommendations below will be pertinent in your own startup. But
doing so has many advantages, including: This will help you clarify exactly why this is the right time for you
to start your publishing business. Although self-publishing is a gigantic accomplishment, some buyers,
bookstores, or libraries look down upon books that are obviously self-published. For example, the business
just paid for me to attend the Business of Software Conference this October. Starting your own business also
helps you differentiate between your personal income and the business income. This makes things much easier
when it comes time to file your taxes. Choosing to go through a self-publishing company can often mean
relinquishing your control of your book, the editing , cover design , and how your final product is promoted. If
you publish the book yourself, you may hire out certain aspects of the publishing process, but ultimately, you
get to keep control of exactly which book is put out into the world. Just ask me about my own experience
getting sued, jeeshâ€¦ PS: Related Podcast Episode â€” Interview with an Experienced Lawyer For publishing,
this is very important because there has been a rise in copyright infringement and other accusations on the
Kindle platform and other eBook sales sites. In many cases, the claims are unfounded, but they are still very
real and disturbing. The terms of service state that you can only have one KDP account. However, the cool
part of owning your own publishing company is that your company would have its own EIN and bank
account, which allows it to open its own KDP account. So now you can have two, and the second one is a
publishing account, which comes with added benefits. Why should you care about having another account?
Starting your own business can help you make the mindset shift from thinking like an author to thinking like
an authorpreneur. Having this publishing business could allow you lots of future opportunities. Keep this in
mind later when we discuss naming your company. Decide which form of Ebook Publishing Company You
Should Start Before you can start creating your own eBook company, you need to choose which type of
business structure you would like to create. Each one has its own pros and cons. I have heard an LLC be
referred to as a Corporation, however, no matter what you call it, it is not a Corporation. While not a
corporation, it still provides adequate protection of assets without being as difficult or expensive as setting up
a Corporation. Basically, it is the best of all worlds and fits nicely in the self-publishing business structure.
Check out the bottom of many of your favorite authority authors or bloggers and you will see those magical
LLC letters. But, before you make a decision on which is best for you, make sure to do some extra research on
each. Select A Business Name Think good and hard about this one. There are 3 things you need to consider
before choosing your name: It is a good idea to have backup names ready just in case yours is taken. How do
you check if your company name is taken? To do this, type into Google: Choose A Location When setting up
an LLC, many self-publishers will make their home their place of business since they need a physical place for
their company. This is a bad idea because your information will be public and debt collectors, lawyers, and
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random people will know where you live. So what can you do instead? Rent a Physical Location: Get a UPS
Mailbox: Box number on the application. Luckily, UPS gives you a mailbox number that looks like a regular
address. By choosing this option, you will need to show up in person to setup your mailbox. That means the
state in which you decide to setup your LLC will be completely dependent on your ability to physically get
there. Setup a Virtual Office: Virtual Offices are my favorite option. These are professional offices that give
you a specific mailing address, collect your mail, forward it to you, and can also be your Registered Agent
extra level of personal protection. Furthermore, most virtual offices will give you a number and will record
and send your voicemail to you electronically. This option is great for those of you who travel or if you reside
in a state that has awful business taxes. If you live in one of these, greatâ€¦otherwise, you will need to set up a
virtual office there OR setup your UPS mailbox within that state to legitimately create an LLC in that
particular state and reap their tax benefits.
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Chapter 4 : Starting a Children's Clothing Store
Before you start writing a business plan for your bookstore, take a look at a few sample business plans for used
bookstores, online bookstores, or news agents. They'll provide inspiration and ideas, and save you a ton of time.

There are plenty of opportunities for kids to start their very own businesses at a young age. In some cases, they
might need adult help or supervision. But here are 50 different business ideas for kids that might appeal to
young entrepreneurs. So you can start your own stand with the right permits and help from an adult. Or you
could even create a new lemonade product and get it into stores. Inventor Kids can also use creativity to come
up with ideas for whole new products and then create those products or even sell the ideas. Chores Service
Operator Chores like laundry and even yard cleanup can also provide business opportunities for kids, who can
offer to take care of those items for a set fee. Tutoring Service Provider Kids can also offer tutoring services to
younger kids who need help with particular subjects in school. Candy Maker With the help of an adult and the
proper permits, kids can even start food based businesses, like creating a new type of candy to sell. Baker Or
you could focus on other types of baked goods to sell online or in local stores with the help of a parent. Cake
Decorator Kids could also offer cake decorating services to bakers or friends and family members who are
hosting special events. Jewelry Designer Crafty businesses can be perfect for kids just getting into business
ownership. So you can purchase some supplies and make jewelry to sell online or at craft fairs. T-Shirt
Designer Or you could even design your own t-shirts and get them printed to sell online with different designs.
Artist Artistic kids could even start their own art businesses by painting or drawing their own artwork and then
selling it directly to customers. Dog Walker For those kids who love spending time with animals, a dog
walking business could be the perfect opportunity to get started with business ownership. Pet Groomer Or you
could even offer to wash and groom pets for customers by starting your own pet grooming business. Pet Sitter
Pet sitting is also a viable business opportunity for kids who love spending time with animals. Blogger
Blogging can be a viable business opportunity for people of any age. Kids can have an adult help them set up
their site and then they can create and share their own content. YouTube Personality Or you could set up a
YouTube channel and share different kid-friendly videos and earn a share of advertising revenue from the site.
Podcaster Podcasting can be another viable business opportunity for kids. You just likely need an adult to help
with some of the technical aspects. Car Wash Service Operator Kids can also offer car washing service to
people in the community by setting up shop in a lot or outdoor space and charging for a full cleaning or even
some detailing services. Face Painter For kids who want to work at parties or special events, you can offer face
painting services at festivals or similar places. Balloon Artist Balloon artists also often work at festivals and
similar events. So if you know how to create different items out of balloons, you can charge customers or even
event organizers for your services. Juggler Or if you have the ability to juggle or share other unique talents,
you can set up shop at events and collect tips or even charge events a fee for your appearance. Musician For
those who are musically inclined, you can also start a business by playing music at events. Magician Or you
could share your magical skills at parties or events by starting a business as a magician. Book Seller For
anyone with a big collection of books, or at least the means to acquire them, you can start an online bookstore
or sell books on sites like Amazon. Seasonal Decorator Decorating homes or even businesses can also be a
viable business opportunity during the holidays. Garage Sale Service Provider During the warmer months, you
can offer your services to people who want to have garage sales, or even organize your own sales. Party
Planner Kids can also help when it comes to planning parties or other special events, as long as they have
supervision or permission from adults. Greeting Card Maker Greeting cards can be simple to design and sell.
Kids can create their own designs or have them printed professionally. Gift Basket Deliverer Kids can also
create their own gift baskets and sell them, or provide a service that delivers gift baskets to their recipients.
Lawn Care Provider For those who like spending time outside, you can start your own lawn mowing service
for the people in your neighborhood. Gardener Or you could help people tend to their gardens and provide
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some basic outdoor maintenance services. Soap Maker Soap is another type of products that kids can pretty
easily make and sell themselves. Coloring Book Designer Or for kids who like drawing and designing,
creating coloring books can be another viable business opportunity. Computer Setup Provider If you have
some tech knowledge, you could also help out adults who need some assistance getting their computers or
other devices set up after buying them. Leaf Removal In the fall, you could start your own business by raking
leaves for the homeowners in your neighborhood and charging a small fee. Snow Removal Then in the winter,
you can shovel snow for those same neighbors for another small fee. Zine Seller Creative kids, you can even
start your own zine with artwork, writing and even poetry and then sell those zines online or around town.
Bicycle Advertiser For kids who like riding bikes around town, you might be able to build a business by
offering advertising space on your bicycle so local consumers can see those messages as you bike around
town. Music Teacher Musically inclined kids, you can offer music lessons to other kids who want some help
learning instruments or specific musical concepts. Dance Teacher Or you could offer some dance lessons to
other kids who want to learn different styles of dance. Costume Maker Around Halloween, kids who like
putting together their own costumes could build a business by making costumes for other kids as well. Event
Organizer Kids who like planning events could also plan their very own events, with the help of an adult
supervisor, and then charge admission or make money from sponsorships. Voice Artist You can also build a
business as a voice artist for businesses that need help from kids.
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Chapter 5 : 10 Things You Don't Know About Publishing a Children's Book
If you're a child at heart and an entrepreneur in spirit, you have what it takes to start one of these 5 fabulous kid-oriented
businesses. Video Podcasts Start A Business Subscribe Books Starting.

Operating a bookstore on your own is a challenge. There were about 10, bookstores in the United States in ,
according to the Open Education Database. Marketing Draw in customers with events, special promotions and
advertising. Book signings are a natural at a bookstore, but those work best with popular authors.
Demonstrations presented by authors of cookbooks, crafts, gardening and other how-to subjects bring in
customers who may not be familiar with your store. Other events include story hour for children and book
discussions. Bring in customers during slow times with discounts for seniors the first Friday of the month.
Loyalty programs, such as "buy nine books and get the 10th free," encourage customers to return. Social
networking sites keep your friends and fans informed as to what new books have arrived. Another option is to
offer special discounts just for your followers. Book Selection Select the right titles for your market niche.
Bookstores near colleges or young, single apartment dwellers carry different stock from those in a mall with
upscale shoppers. The point-of-sale terminals may be able to be programmed to do that. Sales Skill Use your
knowledge to help sell more books. Take the time to talk with your customers and learn about their literary
tastes and interests. Big-box stores carry only what sells quickly and have virtually no staff to assist the
customers. For example, a young wife comes in to buy a birthday present for her mother-in-law who is
planning a trip to Italy. You suggest a travel guide, a volume on Italian artwork, an Italian cookbook and
perhaps a journal to keep notes on the highlights of her trip. Pricing The right price is critical to making a
profit. Bookstores need to have a gross margin of about 40 percent to be profitable, according to Michael
Kaplan in an interview with the Miami Herald News. Best-sellers present a conundrum. However, those titles
are discounted heavily at big-box stores and major online booksellers, making it difficult to match their prices.
Return Policies The bookstore business differs from other retailers in that books are usually offered with a
return policy by the distributor or wholesaler. Most consumer goods are not returnable to the distributor or
manufacturer. A clothing store owner knows exactly what the blouses, skirts and jackets she orders look like,
and what the quality and colors are. The return policies of the distributors, wholesalers and publishers you deal
with affect the bottom line of your bookstore.
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Chapter 6 : 50 Small Business Ideas for Kids - Small Business Trends
From business plans to legal concerns, this is a wonderful stop for an overview and resources. The Service Corps of
Retired Executives (SCORE) website has numerous articles and resources on a range of small business topics.

A start up business can be established with little to no money and have the potential to scale. Laurie Davis
started the dating website eFlirt. Some can be started with no investment other than your time. The key is to
find the lowest-cost way to make a sale and then parlay your profits into the next step. Some entrepreneurs
have bootstrapped their way to millions using this basic formula. This usually entails starting a business from
home, and like all great business ideas, it begins by filling a need. Even if you are going to sell something find
an underserved segment and provide the best service possible. For advice on these matters, you can meet with
volunteers at SCORE , and there are even places to get inexpensive legal help. Steve Farmer, upon graduating
from college, decided to start a business wholesaling collision parts. Then, create a PDF e-book on any topic
you know well or can research , and you can start selling immediately. Some vendors claim to have made tens
of millions of dollars in sales through ClickBank. Used Books When you see a textbook at a rummage sale,
visit Bookscouter. See what buyers are paying, and then offer half of that or less. The big margins are in
textbooks, but online buyers accept many types of used books, and often pay for shipping with a printable
label. Retailing them yourself on Amazon. Once you learn the market, you can parlay your profits into
expansion, perhaps doing some online arbitrage by buying cheap used books from eBay auctions to sell to the
big online vendors. House Painting In many states, like Florida for example, you do not need a license to be a
painting contractor. And if you start with indoor painting, you can get by with a minimum of equipment. Matt
Shoup tells U. So start with homes and basic tools, and parlay your revenue into better ones. You can learn the
business online from any one of a number of tutorials. You can start by offering your services to friends and
family and use the profits to build your professional credentials, perhaps by joining an organization like the
National Association of Professional Pet Sitters. Taxi Service With ride-sharing platforms like Uber , you can
turn the car you already own into a business today without spending a dollar. If all goes well, you might parlay
the money you make into a regular taxi or chauffeur service. Of course, once again, your goal, if you want
bigger profits, is to eventually hire employees or sub-contractors. It used to be more difficult to market your
tutoring services, but online platforms make it easier than ever. If you prefer to tutor people on a wider variety
of subjects, like chess, sports, cooking, or singing, try Wysant. From there you can build a local clientele and
start hiring others to work for your business. Tour Guide Service Again, the Internet has made all the
difference in lowering the barriers to starting a business. Forget about business cards at least at first or trying
to get travel agencies to recommend your guide service. If you know an area well, you simply sign up with a
website like Vayable. Once you know the ropes and make some money, you can encourage returning visitors
to come to you and your new employees directly. Tax Preparation What better and cheaper way to learn a
business than to get paid for your training? You can start from home to keep costs low and bootstrap your way
into a multi-employee office in time. Flooring Business Toby Woodward has been in the flooring business for
twenty-five years. Again, the lesson is clear: Look for the low-cost entry point and parlay revenues into
expanding the business. You can clean houses with all of the supplies and equipment you already use for
cleaning your own home and then invest profits into specialized equipment for other clients. She built it into a
multimillion-dollar business with employees. Flea Market Vending Flea markets are alive and well in many
places around the country, and you can locate the ones closest to you with an online guide. Start by selling
things around the house that you no longer need. With the money you raise, you can look for a niche. For
example, some vendors hit rummage sales and thrift stores for cheap goods they can resell. Others buy in bulk
from places like Liquidation. Homemade Soaps If you can read and follow the directions of an online
soap-making tutorial , you can gain some basic knowledge of the soap making craft. It involves relatively few
materials and tools. To make soap you mix various forms of oil with lye and scents. Finding a new scent or
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creative approach to packaging and marketing will help. You can sell to friends initially, or invest in a booth at
a flea market or craft show. Anne-Marie Faiola turned her soap making hobby into a multimillion-dollar
business. Grocery Delivery If you own a car you have what you need to start delivering groceries. While
Webvan and others have failed to make grocery delivery work on a large scale, there is a market for small
timers, as evidenced by the many shopping services that are online now. To make delivery affordable for the
customer and efficient enough for you to make a decent profit, you may have to service a very limited area.
You might start by approaching elderly residents in a housing complex, promising delivery just two days per
week in order to process as many orders as you can at once. To keep payment processing simple, get a PayPal
card reader , which attaches to your smartphone. PayPal takes just 2. Errand Service An errand service can be
a natural business to tie into grocery delivery, or vice versa. People often need someone to check on their dog
at home, or run to the store if they are homebound. To start with almost no cost, and to get a feel for what kind
of work the business might involve, sign up with TaskRabbit. This eliminates the need to spend money on
marketing yourself at least at first. You might discover a particular niche that suits you and is profitable. For
example, if you get a lot of calls to bring pets to vet appointments, you might reposition yourself as a pet taxi
service. Freelance Bartending You can learn how to mix any one of thousands of drinks with a free online
cocktail guide , but to get hired as a freelance bartender it helps to have real experience. You might volunteer
to tend bar for charity events â€” a good way to get experience and market yourself to potential paying clients.
On the other hand, you can get an idea of skills needed online from the television personality and dog
whisperer, Cesar Milan. There are also many dog training tutorials on YouTube. Photo via Shutterstock You
can start the business at home to keep costs low. Pet owners can bring their dogs there as well as anyplace
else. To build your reputation offer, to train the dogs of friends for free or at a discount, and be sure to get
testimonials to put on your eventual website. Drop-Shipped Products What makes drop shipping so attractive
is exactly what lands it on this list; there are no big startup costs or expensive investments in inventory. You
can sell products online, collect payment, pay suppliers, and let them send out the products â€” even using
your company logo if you like. A website is one way to make sales, although not the only way. You can also
sell on auction sites like eBay. Social Media Management Businesses need help managing their social media
presence. In particular, they need to tweet on Twitter and post on Facebook in order to raise awareness of their
companies and promote their products. You may already know how to use these and many other social media
platforms. Learn a little more with online tutorials on how to become a social media consultant. Then contact
everyone you know to see if they need this valuable service. Scaling up will require hiring others at some
point, so you can focus on getting new clients. Virtual Assistant If you have a phone, a computer, and Internet
access, you can be a virtual assistant VA. Copper and aluminum are the most valuable of the common metals,
and almost every community has one or more scrap metal buyers. You can find all the advice you need in an
online scrap metal discussion forum. How big can you grow a business like this? An Entrepreneurial Success
Story. Once you have a few customers who value your knowledge more than a fancy presentation, you can
spend some of your profits to build a more professional organization. You can service the high-end, doing
very unique logos, or provide low-cost designs that start from templates and are modified to suit the client.
One of the easiest ways to get started is on Fiverr. A look at the stats for the logo designers there shows the
size of the market. The top rated logo designer has over 6, customer reviews. Find that first sale with little or
no capital investment and then use the profit to expand. Do you have a low-cost startup story to share? Painter
Photo via Shutterstock.
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Chapter 7 : 4 Ways to Start a Used Bookstore - wikiHow
While word-of-mouth is one way to generate new customers, it should not be the only marketing tool your bookstore
business relies on. Utilize every avenue to spread the word about your business.

While chain bookstores are big business, there is still a place in the market for independent booksellers.
Research the Market The first step in opening a bookstore is to research the market and figure out what your
niche is. Your niche is simply where you fit into the market as a whole. Familiarize yourself with the
bookstores in your area, paying attention to the design of the stores, the type of books they sell, their pricing,
their location and the type of customers they attract. As you expand your knowledge of the market, you can
begin to fine-tune your vision for your own business to ensure that it stands out against the competition.
Create a Plan A business plan is one of the keys to successfully opening your own bookstore. A business plan
is an outline of your vision for the business, the goals you hope to achieve and how you will achieve them. If
you plan to seek outside investors or loans to finance your business, a cohesive and well-written business plan
is essential. The Small Business Administration and the American Booksellers Association offer numerous
resources to aid you in drafting your business plan. The type of books you sell may be based on market
competition, consumer demand or your own personal interests. Some bookstores specialize in antique or rare
books while others sell everything from cookbooks to westerns. When purchasing books for your inventory,
consider their quality as well as their potential resale value. You can find inventory for your bookstore by
visiting estate sales, library sales, yard sales, consignment shops, thrift shops, flea markets or auctions. There
are also a number of online venues that offer books for sale, auction or trade. Create a Marketing Plan While
word-of-mouth is one way to generate new customers, it should not be the only marketing tool your bookstore
business relies on. Utilize every avenue to spread the word about your business. Consider placing print ads in
your local newspaper and the telephone book. You can also purchase ad space in trade magazines or
newsletters. You can also advertise via television, radio or Internet ads. An online storefront can help you
expand your customer base and potentially increase sales. Consider implementing incentive or discount plans
or creating a mailing list for regular customers. Be creative and use every option available to ensure your
bookstore becomes a household name.
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Chapter 8 : Ultimate Guide on How to Start a Publishing Company
The bookstore business differs from other retailers in that books are usually offered with a return policy by the distributor
or wholesaler. Most consumer goods are not returnable to the.

Subscribe to our FREE email newsletter and download free character development worksheets! Many of these
ideas are probably right on. Because of the special nature of this audience and the competitive nature of the
market, most writers find that writing for children is as challenging as, or even more challenging than, writing
for other audiences. Writing for children, for instance, requires knowledge of how children develop
emotionally and how they acquire reading skills. Stories for children need to teach a moral lesson. Moreover,
young readers are more sophisticated than you may think. They are turned off by heavy-handed morals. While
your own kidsâ€”and even their friendsâ€”probably love your stories, this small sample of children is
probably not an indication of the market as a whole. This is probably the biggest misconception about writing
picture books. Publishersâ€”not authorsâ€”almost always find and work with the illustrators of the book they
publish. In fact, most publishing companies prefer to work this way. Kids can think abstractly. While some
young readers can think abstractly, most children especially younger children understand fiction quite literally.
That means you have to be careful about what you suggest to them. Perhaps you have a story idea about a little
girl who is lonely. Suddenly a magical man arrives and takes her away on a fantastic adventure. Kids are fairly
unsophisticated consumers. Text messaging, e-mail, and interactive social networks, such as Facebook allow
kids to share ideas about new products and trends much sooner than they ever did before. Do not
underestimate how discerning children are. Publishers are simply not going to steal your idea. I need to protect
my work with a copyright before I send it out. Your work is protected by federal copyright laws whether or
not you apply for a copyright through the U. If you are still concerned, you can ensure that your work will be
protected in a court of law by mailing a copy of it to yourself in a self-addressed stamped envelope. Keep it
sealed in a file. The postmark will help you defend the work if you need to. Publishing is a business like any
other business. When a publisher rejects a manuscript, it is a business decision, although it almost always feels
like a personal decision to a writer. A publisher sees the act of publishing a book as a business proposition. If
they can generate a profit by publishing your work, they will be more apt to say yes.
Chapter 9 : Start a home-based business selling children's books
The FabJob Guide to Become a Bookstore Owner contains some of the best business advice you could get from other
sources, plus much more. The information in this guide can save you many hours of research, help you avoid some
common mistakes, and give you information you need to start your own bookstore.
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